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HSL | Heavy Duty Skid Steer Low Flow Mulcher
PROMAC

Flexibility meets power.

Our new and innovative HSL 60 high production machine is the most versatile of Promac’s mulchers. This 
high and low flow drum mulcher is suitable for almost any application and is configurable to both skid-
steers and mini-excavators. This machine is equipped with a Promac customer favourite, our sharp tooling 
Chip Production Rotor (CPR), which produces a small and even mulch. The HSL 60’s compact design and 
light weight offers greater visibility and manoeuvrability on both low flow skid steers and small excavators. 

STANDARD FEATURES

• Powerful and efficient piston motor
• Available in 60” cutting width
• Heavy-duty frame design, incorporating high-strength steel and full-strength welds
• Equipped with Promac’s Chip Production Rotor (CPR)
•  Top of the line Rotor Braking System
•  Motor and drive sheave to suit both low and high flow skid steers
•  Quick and easy mounting system for seamless conversion to an excavator

HSL 60 shown in image

Actual attachment may differ 
from image shown.
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Dual Mounting

ü Standard universal 
 skid-steer mount at 
 the back
ü Mounting rails for 

custom excavator 
brackets on top

Industry Proven 
Hydraulic Motors

ü High efficiency 
variable displacement 
piston motor reduces 
recovery times and 
increases torque when 
you need it most

Chip production rotor 

ü Exposed rotor design increases access to cutting 
surface while maintaining a controlled debris path

ü Chip production rotor with spiral tooth 
pattern and chipper style teeth for increased 
performance and consistent mulch size

ü Finer mulch size for a cleaner finished product 
versus standard fixed-tooth rotors

Heavy duty mulcher for skid-steers

SPECIFICATIONS
Skid-steer 
size (flow)

Excavator 
size (tons)

Cut 
width

Approx 
weight 
(lbs)

Motor 
size 
(cc)

Motor 
type

Flow 
min 
(GPM)

Flow 
pressure 
min (PSI)

Tooling 
type

Tooling 
number

HSL 60
Low and 
high flow

8-15 60” 2000 55
107

Bent 
axis 
piston

20 4000 Chipper/
Doube 
Carbide

34

APPLICATIONS:

ü Land clearing
ü Forest fire prevention

SKID STEER CONFIGURATION EXCAVATOR CONFIGURATION

Development and maintence for:

ü Pipelines
ü Trails 

ü Transmission lines
ü Railways


